Learn English with the
Largest Library of
Online Lessons
Take one lesson a day with the largest online library of English lessons. Our online General and Business
English courses let you learn English at your own pace, in your own time.
Apart from two introductory Business English courses, CleverCourse offers these industry-specific courses
to get your career on the fast track:
Marketing
Business Travel
Information Technology
Human Resources

Manufacturing
Customer Service
Finance
Business Presentations

Developed by language learning experts, CleverCourse is equipped with features to help you learn English
faster and more effectively:

Animated Dialogues. CleverCourse’s topic-based lessons are presented in animated
dialogues. You may slow down the dialogue, by clicking on the “Turtle” button, to listen
clearly to the words and keywords and how they are used in the dialogue.

Test Exercises. At the end of every lesson, you may take the test exercises to know
how much you have learned from the lesson. Your scores are tallied at the end of the
test.

Dialogue Box. This provides you the complete transcript of the dialogue, together
with an audio that reads the entire dialogue, for easier review of the entire lesson.

Translation Box. If you do not understand the English words in the dialogue, you can
click on the Translation button to read the translation of the dialogue in your native
language.

Vocabulary Box. Enhance or widen your English vocabulary by viewing this box,
where all the keywords used in the lesson are listed along with their translations in
your native language.
MP3 File. To check the correct pronunciation or enunciation of the words, you can
listen to the lesson’s audio file, or download the audio file for further reference.

www.clevercourse.com

Reinforce Your English Learning
with Key Learning Tools
Upon signing up with CleverCourse, we create your own personal Cleverlearn learning account.
This account provides you with a Personal Vocabulary (PV) feature that lets you store keywords and
new words you learned from your lessons. You can access your PV whenever you want to review
your stored words.
CleverCourse reinforces your English learning process through key Cleverlearn learning tools:

Word Reminder.

Receive word reminders via email with all
the key points of your learning for easy review and word retention: the
translation of the word, its definition and a graphic representation. You
can also log in to your Cleverlearn account to access your Word
Reminder online.

CleverTrainer.

Master your English vocabulary and proficiency
through English tests and exercises, and games right on your PDA.
All you need to do is synchronize your Personal Vocabulary with your
PDA, so you can take your learning anytime you want, wherever you
may be.

Enroll now and
Get your Personal Learning Account.
Start Taking One Lesson A Day!
Visit www.clevercourse.com
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